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MESSAGE FROM MRS RAVEN
Dear Readers,
You could not make it up!
We live in unprecedented times, and I thank the whole school community for their resilience and
responsibility, in meeting our challenges together.
I am immensely proud of the way in which we have met and coped with the daily developments regarding the Coronavirus.
We stayed open for all, not restricting access as other schools did, right until the final closure notice
on 20.3.20. We are honouring the call to provide emergency child care to eligible students. We will
continue this in some way, for part of the Easter holiday too.
I will be in touch regarding week beginning 20.4.20 and beyond, in due course. Please continue to
check our website, daily.
As the parent of an asthmatic child, currently struggling with the virus, my empathy is with all who
have had or will have it.
On a happier note, our Spring Term activities, HAD been as vigorous as ever, as you can see from this
edition. Obviously, it is not as ‘ bumper’ as usual, but still lovely to see how much our students are
enjoying their full and rich education, at our school. We look forward to continuing with this, as soon
as we can.
Sadly, we say goodbye to two members of staff, at opposite ends to their careers! Firstly, to Miss Beaumont, who teaches in the Social Communications Faculty. She is joining a new school after Easter.
Secondly, to Mrs Webb, who retires after nearly 30 years at the School: our longest serving member
of staff. I know that the Humanities Faculty will hugely miss Mrs Webb’s wealth of experience and
unstinting loyalty. I too, as the second longest serving, will miss her support and quiet strength.
As the School’s former Health and Safety Officer, she took her role very seriously and ensured that we
were compliant in this regard. We wish them both well in the future.
May I take this opportunity to wish you a peaceful and safe Easter and I hope to see you all again when
we reopen.
Kind regards,

STEP INTO THE NHS
SCHOOLS’ COMPETITION
Last month, as part of our English curriculum, our KS3 students were given the exciting
opportunity to enter the ‘Step into the NHS Schools’ Competition’.
Designed to help raise career aspiration and awareness of the breadth of 350 careers available in the
NHS, the tasks included writing a job description and creating a job advertisement.
We are delighted that over 30 students entered and we are hoping they will receive some good news
when the results are announced at the end of March! Well done to all the students who entered and
thank you to our dedicated staff for supporting this competition.
Mrs Raven also presented some of the students with a ‘Head’s Commendation’ for their excellent
presentations (pictured).

#700 STEM COMPETITION

Two students from CHSFG recently attended the #700 STEM Challenge awards.
Both students achieved a prize for their
age bracket for the 700 words STEM
competition in which 30 South London
schools took part.

SPORTING SUCCESS FOR YEAR 9 STUDENTS
Renee Marshall (Year 9)
Renee competes at international, national and regional level for Great Britain in Taekwondo.
She competed in a UK Taekwondo national event in January where she was ranked as the
number 1 in the U14 cadet female division in the whole of the UK. Renee has also achieved
Double International Champion status in January 2020. Renee is also trialling for the U14
female places in the May 2020 World Championships being held in Denmark. A fantastic
achievement Renee!
Lacie Manclark (Year 9)
Lacie qualified to represent the UK in Dance again at this year’s European championships in
Germany. She has not only qualified in her solo performance, but in duos and crew as well,
so will be competing in three separate areas. This is the second time Lacie has qualified for
the European Competition; she competed there last year as well. All the best Lacie!

IRISH DANCING SUCCESS FOR LIA AND RUBY

Lia and Ruby Finn travelled to Scotland and Torquay over the past few weeks to compete in 2 major world
class Irish Dancing competitions, and also a competition in Glasgow.
The first major competition being The All Scotland Championships where Lia and Ruby competed against
over 130 children from all over the globe, bringing home amazing placements and medals.
The second, which was during last half term, was The Great Britain Championships which again saw many
competitors from across the globe compete, as this was the first major competition to give out a limited
10 places in next year’s World Championships in Dublin.
Every dancer works hard for this all year round and Lia and Ruby have done this with continuous
training week in, week out.
Finally the competition in Glasgow, where they travelled with their dance teachers for the weekend,
saw them both place amazingly well with Ruby Winning her age group and Lia placed 2nd to the World
Champion in her age group.
These results show the huge dedication of not only their dance teachers but also of Lia and Ruby as they
continue to do an amazing job on the stage. Well done girls!

BRITISH SCIENCE WEEK 2020
Science took British Science Week very seriously this year. We started on World Book Day when the whole
Science department dressed up as characters from The Jungle Book and used this as a platform to launch
our agenda for forms to adopt an endangered animal. The Science department adopted an orangutan and
other forms and departments have also been adopting animals to. This idea came from members of the
Eco Committee. Along with this, tutor groups were all given plants to look after; again another Eco Committee initiative. Hopefully, these have all gone home and are being well cared for! During Science Week,
there were demos going on at lunch times and loads of activities in classes such as making bath bombs and
games as well as the poster competition and the extended writing tasks. The theme this year was diversity
and there was a lot of that taking place just in the lessons. Year 7 had a Silly Science Workshop come in and
deliver an exciting display of experiments. When we are back at school, we will be doing a display of all of
the fabulous work generated during Science Week

The Science Department dress as the characters from
The Jungle Book (above). The department gets a Jungle
makeover (top right).
Students get to grips with homemade bath bombs (below).
Fun with giant bubbles! (right, bottom right).

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR NEW YEAR 7
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR NEW YEAR 7 STUDENTS WHO HAVE GAINED A PLACE AT CHSFG
FOR SEPTEMBER 2020.
We would like to extend a very warm welcome to all of you who have gained a place at Chislehurst School
for Girls.
We are delighted that your daughter will be joining us in September and we are already planning exciting
events and activities, as well as visiting her at her Primary School.

AMMENDMENTS TO THE SCHOOL DAY
AMENDMENT TO THE SCHOOL DAY
As you are aware, due to the erratic nature of local bus provision, this can lead to regular overcrowding at the bus stops on Perry Street. As a result, we are having to further amend the timings of the
end of the school day as follows, in order to assist with an orderly and safe departure from school.
Additionally, our recent transport survey demonstrates a sharp increase in use of local buses:
Year 7 - 2.30 p.m. (3.45 p.m. p6 days).
Years 8 & 9 - Between 2.45 p.m. & 3.00 p.m. (3.45 p.m. p6 days).
Years 10 & 11 - 3.00 p.m. (4.00 p.m p6 days).
This is now in effect as of February 2020.
I regret to inform you that following legal advice, my staff are no longer able to supervise at public
bus stops and will therefore not be present on Perry Street, with immediate effect. I would like to
praise the majority of our students who show respect and kindness at the bus stop.
Students who are identified as failing to do so, will be sanctioned. I have, again, contacted TfL and
requested more buses, more frequently, at the end of the school day. I have also, again, requested that
they stagger the bus stops in Perry Street, in order to avoid all three routes stopping at all three bus
stops. In the event that TfL change their provision, we will review the situation for September 2020.
We will continue to supervise students at the turning circle on the school site using the bus service.
Staff will be at the front gate to supervise safe exit from the school site. We will continue to encourage
all students to walk, if they are going towards Bromley, where the pavement is safe.
Please support us in this.
Please remind your sons/daughters of the correct way to behave on public transport and at bus stops,
such that they always alight and descend carefully and safely. Additionally, that your son’s/daughter’s
safe passage to and from school, is your responsibility.

WORLD BOOK DAY 2020
‘A mission to give every child and young person a book of their own’
On Thursday 5th March, we celebrated World Book Day 2020. We saw some excellent costumes from
our students and staff, including our Science Department who dressed as characters from The Jungle Book.
All students received £1 book tokens and shared their favourite books in their English lessons, as well as
personalising their own Chislehurst School for Girls bookmarks. A great day for everyone - thank you to
staff, students, parents and carers for your support.

READATHON 2020
We were very excited to launch a Readathon for Year 7
and 8 students this month. This was an opportunity for
students to take part in a charity event whilst encouraging
them to read.
The event was run alongside the Accelerated Reader
Programme and so benefited our students’ overall progress
in reading.
This event was all about having fun, so the girls were able to choose anything they fancied reading,
from comics to classics and audio books to blogs. The students were encouraged to gain sponsorship per book,
per page or per 10 minutes of reading!

AUSCHWITZ TRIP - MARCH 2020
Our Trip to Auschwitz, March 2020.
On Thursday 13th February, Year 10 and 11 students, Ms Singer, Mrs Burbeck and Miss Cohen travelled
to Krakow, Poland. On the first day of our trip, we visited Oskar Schindler’s Factory Museum, where we
discovered the fate of thousands of Jewish people during the Second World War. With the aid of Schindler,
they were able to avoid deportation to concentration camps. Hearing about the actions of one individual
made us realise that every act of resistance is significant.

Later, we went on a tour of the old Jewish quarter, Kazimierz. Krakow’s oldest synagogue is located there,
as is Ghetto Heroes Square memorial. 33 memorial chairs mark the loss of the lives of Jewish Poles,
which previously was the location of Krakow Ghetto.
On Friday morning, we visited both Auschwitz I and Auschwitz II Birkenau, the largest Nazi concentration
camp. One of the most touching things I saw were the piles of prisoners’ belongings; people who had no
clue as to what was awaiting them. These included items such as glasses and shoes. We listened to several
different experiences of the prisoners, told to us by our tour guide. One I will never forget is the story of
a Jewish prisoner who washed himself, despite the very little water provided. When asked why he continued to shower, he stated that he would not allow the Nazis to dehumanise him by taking away a necessity.
The atmosphere was very emotional and knowing thousands of lives were lost there made me feel numb.
Later in the evening, we went to a Jewish restaurant, located in Kazimierz. We ate Jewish food and listened
to traditional/klezmer songs, performed by a group. This was an amazing cultural experience.
On our last morning, we visited Poland’s oldest salt mine, dating back to medieval times. Via stairs, we took
a route which was 135 meters below the ground! The mine consists of beautiful chapels, where many miners
would once have worshipped.
Finally, we were able to squeeze in a visit to the Main Square, before our windy flight back to London!
Overall, the trip was truly valuable to experience, leaving me with no other words to describe what I
witnessed. I believe it is not enough to read about the Holocaust in a textbook. Visiting the locations has
taught me that we must keep the horrific experiences of people alive, in order to teach future generations
the past and suffering of innocent people.
Berfin Demirhan, Year 1

A WONDERFUL DISPLAY OF TALENT
Expressive Arts Showcase evening on Wednesday 11th March.
CHSFG recently hosted a showcase for all our Expressive Arts
students. The evening consisted of a variety of Dance, Drama and
Music numbers performed by over 100 students from year 7-13.
The evening also included an Art and Photography Exhibition. It was
a wonderful evening where parents and friends were able to immerse
themselves in the arts and experience all the talents that our students
have to offer. Well done to everyone who took part!

ECO-SCHOOLS AWARD SUCCESS
The Eco committee is going strong and gaining new members every
time we meet.
This term we have gained our Bronze Eco School status and are heading for Silver; we have delivered assemblies across the school to get our
message out about reducing waste and sustainable living.
The club has so many incredible members full of amazing ideas so
watch this space for more news!

University Fair
On the 28th February, myself and a group of friends travelled to Highbury to attend the university and
apprenticeship fair that was being held at the Emirates Stadium. Before arriving at the fair, I was aware of the
range of seminars which were available to everyone attending, such as student finance and UCAS personal
statement advice which I knew was something I was keen to learn more about. As we entered the fair, we
were hastily ushered into one of the university exhibitions rooms where there was a variety of stands ranging
from specialist music and art universities to prestigious Russell Group universities such as Cambridge. Every
university took time to speak to each individual and answer any questions people may have regarding courses
or the university itself. The seminars were equally useful as the experts conducting them were knowledgeable
about their subject and passionate about helping young people achieve within higher education. The overall
experience of the fair was extremely interesting and helped to confirm the fact that I wanted to attend university and study Law. The trip made me more aware of the steps to take to get there, as well as opening my eyes
to the vast amount of apprenticeship opportunities that were available for young people wanting to explore
that option.
Emily Hill (Year 12)

Speak Out! Challenge
This year’s Year 10 ‘Speak Out Challenge’ finally took place
on Thursday, 5th March, at Coopers School. It is always an
enjoyable occasion and was particularly memorable this
year: everyone present was no doubt aware that the time
when such well attended events could take place would
soon be over for this academic year.
Sahadah Ayinla was there to represent CHSFG and she was
an excellent ambassador for the school.
The road to the final is not an easy one. Twenty five students had taken part in a workshop and public speaking
competition here at CHSFG in January and the standard was high. Caroline Clark, visiting trainer and regional manager of the ‘Speak Out Challenge’ project, praised our students and described the day as ‘wonderful’.
Speeches on a diverse range of topics were delivered and the four students who emerged as winners on the day
were Precious Assah, Georgia Elmer, Chelsea Izuchukwu and Sahadah Ayinla. Sahadah went on to be selected
as the school’s representative though all students were confident and eloquent and deserve congratulations.
On the night of the final, Sahada’s entertaining speech was delivered with real confidence, flair and humour.
Whilst her performance was excellent, competition was stiff and the event was won by a student from Hayes
School. She did, however, impress the judges and the audience alike. Well done Sahada!

Year 12 Guest speakers and MOOCs

Period 6 in year 12 has offered a range of opportunities and experiences for me. Some of these include speakers
from universities, apprenticeships and successful business women. We also had talks about life after Sixth Form
led by previous CHSFG students, which was helpful as they answered many questions I had about the future,
road safety assemblies and MOOCS, which is personally my favourite. A MOOC is a short online course
which you can take based on your interests. I have now completed three, all of which have been based around
Geography. These courses are a great way to boost your knowledge and understanding on topics you are
curious about.
My favourite courses include What Is International Development? and Global Health, Conflict and Violence.
I recommend doing multiple MOOCS as they are enjoyable and you can do them at your own pace. I am now
considering studying these courses in more depth when I go to university next year.
Jess Pryor (Year 12)

Cyclothon for Sports Relief
On Friday 13th March, a group of 6th form students alongside
myself, took part in an all-day cyclothon to show our support
for sport relief, while encouraging students to donate money.
The event was split up into sections so that everyone could
take part, and we would each cycle for an hour. This started
at 8:50 and carried on til 3:00. What I enjoyed the most about
this event was that whilst it was an opportunity to exercise, it also brought a sense of community with it,
through people passing by and showing their support, to the groups of peers that would sit and keep those
riding on the bikes company.
Tegan Seal (Year 13)

Staff vs Students Netball Match for Sports Relief
This year for Comic Relief we decided to take part in student/teacher sport matches in order to raise some
money, as we do every year, to support such a good cause! The most successful event held was the Student vs
Teacher netball match. This consisted of a friendly (for the most part) 7 aside game between a team of willing
sixth formers and staff. It was a very fun yet competitive match that lasted around 45 minutes, showing us the
enjoyment and benefits a bit of exercise can have. Despite the staff claiming victory due to their impressive
shooters, it inspired us sixth formers to take part in more sports events in the future.
Chloe Grove (Year 13)

& Juliet Trip
The cast of our school production of Hamlet enjoyed
a trip to the Shaftestbury Theatre in March to see the
award winning musical & Juliet. The show re-imagines the traditional Romeo and Juliet story and wonders what might have happened if Juliet doesn’t die in
the tomb but instead runs away to Paris with her best
friends to escape Verona and her family. The show
uses the hit songs of Max Martin, including Hit Me
Baby One More Time, Since U Been Gone and Roar
in a vibrant and irreverent jaunt across 16th century
Europe. All of our students found this a really uplifting show and it gave us lots of ideas for how we might
stage next year’s Shakespeare production. Auditions
for the show are in September and all year groups are
welcome.

STUDENT ARTICLE

Let’s Get Talking

I could sit here all day preaching to you about this,
making out that technology is this big scary monster;
When it does have countless advantages. It allows us
As many of you may remember, on the 5th October to contact anyone pretty much anywhere in the world,
2019 ITV launched a campaign to ‘Get Britain Talk- which at the moment is crucial to maintaining mental
ing’. This campaign was a raise awareness for mental wellbeing. By the end of this year, 8 billion devices will
wellbeing and to get families talking. In a world where be connected to the internet, that’s 8 billion phones,
40% of the global population uses the internet, it is tablets, computers, laptops, televisions, speakers and
vital we keep a foot in the real world.
so many more. With this amount of devices, finding
As a 16-year-old, in the 21st Century, I know only a long lost family or friends is easier than ever. Now
world full of technology and phones. But think back we can stream TV shows all over the globe, 250 milto when you were 16, did you have your own personal lion hours of film and series is watched daily on Netphone? Across the globe today 2.3 billion people own flix. This allows us to escape the real world and go to
their own phones. What did you do in the evenings to Central Perk in ‘Friends’ or enter the wards of ‘Grey’s
occupy yourself? Do you remember ringing family or Anatomy’.
friends 3 times to let them know you had gotten home
safely? What about your parents only allowing you to One truly staggering fact remains: 4.4 billion people
call friends after 6pm because it was cheaper? Yet to- still don’t have access to the internet. That’s 66 times
day most of us (myself included) can’t go 15 minutes the population of the UK, yet at the end of this year 8
billion devices will be connected to the internet. With
all that said and done, it’s even more vital that we talk
and reach out to those around us.

So let’s get Britain talking, put down your electronics and just talk about your day, the current situation, a funny video you saw on TikTok or how your
mum embarrassed you in Tesco’s. all that matters is
that you connect with those you love and surround
yourself with.

without technology.
How often do you and your family sit down together
for a meal and talk to each other? With 500million
tweets created a day and 800million likes daily on
Facebook, we have become lost in this completely virtual world. With mental illness also on the rise, it is
key that we take time to live in the real world and try
to get away from the ‘black hole’ that is the internet
and social media.
However, with internet use higher than ever before,
it’s vital that we talk to one another; as the disadvantages of technology are on the rise. 1 in 10 social media users have become victims to cybercrime, but with
1 in 4 of us suffering from mental illness, is there a
link? 100billion spam emails are sent every day, that
are looking to get personal data or finances from the
vulnerable, or those who simply don’t understand
technology. This has detrimental impact on those who
are scammed out of thousands or being impersonated
online.

Caitlin Fletcher - Yr11

Wellbeing for
Enhancement Day
For our last enhancement day, year 12 students were
split into groups and alternated between a range of
activities linked to wellbeing. The day began with
an hour-long fitness session, led by the Sixth Form’s
Study Support Officer, Miss Atkins. We all had a lot
of fun, relieving our stress to Charlotte Crosby’s Belly
Blitz DVD!
After our intense workout, we got involved in an
interactive talk about life after Sixth Form. It gave us
a deeper understanding and greater knowledge about
the range of opportunities that occur after Sixth Form,
outside of university. These included: gap years, apprenticeships or just straight into the working world.

The third session we attended was gingerbread
decorating, which was filled with a lot of fun, laughter
and eating, a great way to release us from the stress
and worry of our school life. We ended our wellbeing enhancement day with a talk from Bromley’s
Young Carers. It gave us an insight into the lives of
these Young Carers and demonstrated the struggles
they deal with on a daily basis, such as how to juggle
their schoolwork and how to maintain their social life.
The session showed us the ways in which Bromley’s
Young Carers Programme help support the Young
Carers, for example, taking them to Thorpe Park.
After, one of CHSFG’s own Young Carers spoke to
us about the struggles she faces being a Young Carer,
how the school has supported her and what Bromley’s
Young Carers Programme is doing to help her balance
her caring and social life. It truly was a touching story.
Bonnie Allen (Year 12)

SCHOOL WORK DURING THE COVID-19 CLOSURE
During the extended closure, all work is being set using ‘Show my Homework’ in the same way that homework
is currently set. We have a number of resources that allows us to teach the curriculum online. For example,
some teachers are currently using Microsoft Office365 tools such as Teams and OneDrive. Some are using online tools (e.g. Focus on Sound, Mymaths etc), others may set a more traditional assessed piece of work. There
is a wide range of resources and tasks being set. All students should be logging into Show my Homework
using their normal school username and password by clicking on the ‘Log me in with Office365’ button.
Parents who require a parental code to view work being set can email office@chsfg.co.uk to obtain one.
The work set may involve working on a computer or on paper/exercise books. Students are expected to
complete the work by the deadlines set by their teachers. Teachers continue to plan their lessons accordingly
and communicate this with their classes. May I please remind you that it is your responsibility to keep your
child safe whilst using online learning.
Teachers are expected to give feedback on work in accordance with our Assessment and Feedback Policy
but are likely, in the circumstances, the need to adapt their approach and we will continue to be flexible.
Online work may be marked instantly, depending on what task is set. Some work is being marked if sent by
email or uploaded via Show my Homework. Other work completed on paper or in an exercise book will be
marked when we return to school.
During this time, email should be your primary means of communication with the school:
office@chsfg.co.uk. Bulletins and updates can be found on our website and Twitter. The school telephone
system is not currently staffed, so please do not call to leave messages.
Please monitor the website for regular updates.

HAPPY
EASTER
FROM ALL OF US AT CHSFG

